
5 PLUMBING 
PROBLEMS 
YOU CAN FIX 
RIGHT NOW



Various plumbing issues arise in the average home — some occurring 
more often than others. Tackling the problems on your own could 
potentially save you hundreds of dollars. (Who doesn’t love that?) 
However, while some are easy fixes, others may require some help from 
your friendly neighborhood plumber.

The most important lesson you’ll ever learn with homeownership is to pick 
your battles. While we’d recommend leaving most plumbing issues to the 
pros, here are five problems you can fix right now.



Nothing feels worse than a slow draining tub. What starts as a few inches 
of water pooling around your feet can quickly escalate to mold and water 
damage in your bathroom. Lucky for you, a clogged drain is a fairly easy fix.
Soap scum, hard water deposits, hair and dirt buildup is what most often 
causes clogs. If you have a tub stopper, you’ll need to remove it before 
clearing the debris. First, we recommend using a pair of needle nose pliers to 
remove any clogging near the surface. 

If the clog is located further down your pipes, hunt down an old wire hanger. 
Unraveling it, form it into a hook and lower it down the pipe (staying as close 
to the side of the pipe as possible). Keep lowering it until you encounter the 
blockage. Twist the hanger around, using the hook to grapple and dislodge 
the clog.

It may take a few tries to fully clear the clog, but you shouldn’t run into any 
problems. Keep in mind, it’s best to clear out drain debris on a regular basis. 
Forgo it too long and you run this risk of needing a 
plumber’s assistance.

As you’re trying to clean and prepare meals, you notice your kitchen sink 
draining slowly. Not only is this annoying, but can get really smelly. 

Often times, the pop-up covering your drain can collect a lot of food scraps 
and debris. If this is the case, it’s as simple as removing and rinsing the pop-
up. They’re typically held in place with a nut attached so you may need a 
screwdriver or a handheld set of pliers.

If the clog is located underneath the pop-up, you might enlist the help of 
a Zip-It tool. You can find it at most home improvement stores at a fairly 
inexpensive price.
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Another common plumbing issue we see customers encounter is a running 
toilet. Not only is it noisy, but can run the risk of overflowing the tank. There 
are various strategies you can use to fix this. However, the most important 
aspect is identifying the root cause.

Once you understand what part (or parts) of the toilet that’s causing the 
problem, you can repair or replace it — which will stop the running water. 
Here’s a basic 5-step process you can use to identify the issue:

1.  Check the fill tube

2.  Adjust the fill height

3.  Adjust the flush handle

4.  Adjust the flapper chain

5.  Replace the flapper

A jammed garbage disposal is usually high on our customer’s list of things to 
fix. Typically, garbage disposals come with a key that can help unjam it. But, 
let’s be honest — most homeowners lose it at some point or another.

Fortunately, a quarter-inch Allen wrench can be used just as well. Near the 
bottom of the disposal, there should be an opening (where you’d normally 
insert the key). Use the wrench, turn it both directions until you free 
the motor.
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Did You Enjoy This Resource? 
Remember, our team at BL3 Plumbing is available 
anytime anywhere. Reach out to us  and we’ll get 
your plumbing back to normal in no time. 

North Oklahoma City: (405) 895-6640
South Oklahoma City: (405) 237-1414

When a customer encounters a problem with low water pressure, it’s typically 
two things: the shower head or the sink faucet. The first thing you need to 
check is if the low pressure is affecting both hot and cold temperatures. If it’s 
both, it’s most likely the aerator. This typically happens when it encounters 
calcium deposit buildup from hard water. 

We have some good news, though. A blocked aerator is fairly easy to fix. 
Carefully remove the aerator, clean out any debris or buildup and reinstall it. If 
it’s not the aerator, we recommend cleaning out any sediment in the shower 
head. If it still has low pressure, you may just need to replace it. 

Another way to troubleshoot the issue is increasing the volume at the curb-
side main. Your water meter and shut-off valve are located where the water 
main enters your home. Check to make sure the value is turned all the way on. 

Most often, homeowners aren’t supposed to adjust meters on their own so 
you may need to contact your local water provider. To save on costs (and to 
ensure that’s actually the issue), it’s best to enlist the help of an 
experienced plumber.
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